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If you're a middle-aged American, and some of us are, you can probably still dimly remember back to what things used to be like in this country say 13 or 14 months ago. Way back then, before the ...
Tucker: We used to spend a lot of time worrying about scenarios like this
Featuring a range of artforms and practitioners, the programme represents the culmination of months of planning and preparation. Alongside the live work, McGrath has announced a permanent addition to ...
Fuel Announces a Programme of Work For 2021
From the biggest bridges to the smallest medical implants, sensors are everywhere, and for good reason: The ability to sense and monitor changes before they become problems can be both cost-saving and ...
Self-aware materials build the foundation for living structures
Levine’s knowledge of carbon-based nanomaterials comes from studying organic light-harvesting materials and their fabrication into devices at the CUNY ASRC.
Cooking Up New Ways to Use the ‘Wonder Material,’ Graphene: Andrew Levine, Class of 2021, Joins a Startup
Archaeological finds suggest that people developed numbers tens of thousands of years ago. Scholars are now exploring the first detailed hypotheses about this life-changing invention.
How did Neanderthals and other ancient humans learn to count?
Dark Energy Survey Releases Most Precise Look at the Universe’s Evolution First three years of survey data uses observations of 226 million galaxies over ⅛ of the sky. In 29 new scientific papers, the ...
Exploring 7 Billion Light Years of Space With the Dark Energy Survey – Most Precise Look at the Universe’s Evolution
On Friday at 7:30 p.m., there will be a presentation by Humboldt State University graduate student Karlee Jewell titled “Merging Citizen Science and Art: A Year in Review + A Year Ahead.” ...
Exploring citizen science and art
Here’s how we set that record, and how science is poised to break it someday soon. The way we discovered the galaxy GN-z11, the current cosmic record-holder for most distant object of all, is itself a ...
The 3 Ways Science Could Break The Cosmic Distance Record
The book Software Engineering at Google provides insights into the practices and tools used at Google to develop and maintain software with respect to time, scale, and the tradeoffs that all engineers ...
Software Engineering at Google: Practices, Tools, Values, and Culture
The alliance of Salesforce and Proof Analytics has transformed the calculation of marketing ROI, delivering exceptionally fast, scalable ...
Salesforce and Proof Analytics Deliver Fast, Scalable, Agile Marketing Optimization
Breaking the bonds of time has been a timeless pursuit in science fiction stories and movies. Will it ever become science fact?
Exploring the boundaries of time travel
Some researchers think brighter nights may be a factor in recently documented insect declines (Science, 12 May 2017 ... and government is exploring light's effects on local ecosystems through the ...
Fatal attraction to light at night pummels insects
The EU investment deal is on ice, vaccine diplomacy in Central Asia, Beijing’s view of Belarus, the end of the 17+1, and Serbia’s drone program.
China In Eurasia Briefing: Is Eastern Europe's Love Affair With China Coming To An End?
Emily Schwing: This is Scientific American’s 60-Second Science ... the color of light and the time of the night when mosquitoes are exposed to light are also parameters worth exploring.
Artificial Light Keeps Mosquitoes Biting Late into the Night
It needs to grow so that its leaves are angled to the light, and this is harder to do than if the plant were growing up, when its leaves would naturally point upwards towards the sky. Education.com ...
Effect of Artificial Light on Plant Growth
With support from Aramco Americas, the Michigan Science Center (MiSci) brings back its popular Traveling Science Program. Starting June 1, MiSci will take online requests for reservations for this ...
Michigan Science Center Brings Traveling Science Program Back To Metro Detroit
2021 /PRNewswire/ -- EmitBio Inc., a life science company using the precise delivery of light to stimulate, heal and protect the body, today announced PR industry veteran James A. Pearson will be ...
EmitBio taps Technology Public Relations Veteran James Pearson
An online editorial ‘Seeing Fire’ has been published, showcasing research projects and art works presented by artists from all around the world. Over the coming months, the Arts Cabinet will produce a ...
Exploring wildfire through art
Speakers from Cisco, Insightsoftware and Synchrony will be discussing industry trends and sharing advice for aspiring M&A professionals. At the happy hour, CEO and Founder of M&A Science, Kison Patel, ...
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